
CHANGES TO ORIENTEERING AUSTRALIA RULES WHICH ARE APPLICABLE FOR 2019 

Margin markings to identify changes have not been made as there are numerous small wording 

changes which are primarily semantic, e.g. I’ve tidied up references to the Australian Schools’ 

Championships since the term ASSOC is no longer applicable. 

It’s possible that the page index has not updated properly, and formatting gaps between pages has 

gone in the too-hard basket for now! 

Changes which are relevant to the conduct of races are as follows: 

12.5 – allowing for M/W21E to have 2-minute starts in long WREs (still recommending 3 min, and 

also suggesting 3 min for M/W20E in long races) 

12.6 – making it clearer that in World Ranking Events, start order is usually according to ranking. 

19.4 – controls shall not be sited within 25m of each other for map scales 1: 4 000 & 1: 5 000 as per 

IOF rules. 

Appendix 1 – course-class combinations and relative run rates 

David Hogg’s work on course-class combinations, based on revised relative speeds, provides tables 

for sprint, middle and long distance, which have then been adjusted by the OA Director, Technical so 

that elite classes should always be given the lowest-numbered courses; ideally there would be no 

other classes on the same course as elites but this may not always be practical.  

This is an update of previous recommendations originally developed for long races by Robin & 

Adrian Uppill and for sprints by Anna Sheldon. The guidelines are advisory only and may be varied by 

the course planner and controller to reflect terrain differences between courses, likely numbers of 

competitors in each class, special requirements for National Orienteering League events or team 

selection trials, and other factors. 

The table of recommendations for state championships without elites has been deleted and it is 

suggested that states develop their own, using these guidelines but based on their anticipated 

attendance.  

Appendix 2 – Principles for course planning 

3.5.2 Some models of SI card cannot record a punch for a leg which is shorter than 6 seconds’ 

running time, so this situation is best avoided when course planning. 

3.5.5 Controls on different courses placed too close to one another can mislead runners who have 

navigated correctly to the control site. According to Rule 19.4, controls should not be sited within 30 

m of each other (25 metres for map scales of 1:5000 and 1:4000).  

Further, only when the control features are distinctly different in the terrain as well as on the map, 

should controls be placed closer than 60 metres (30 metres for map scales of 1:5000 or 1:4000).   

All distances are the straight line distance on the ground. 



Appendix 8 – event formats 

Sprint events now reference the need to have a minimum 5 seconds’ running time between controls, 

hence the IOF’s 25-metre rule. 

Appendix 12 - Use of SIAC at major events  

This appendix regarding use of SIAC +/- mixed punching now references the need to have a 

minimum 5 seconds’ running time between controls, hence the IOF’s 25-metre rule.  

 

Note that the Technical Committee did NOT agree to add a 3rd dot point to 20.7 (punching systems) 

to allow interrogation of the SI unit although this is in the IOF rules, and will be applicable to IOF 

classes in regional championships and WREs if it remains applicable; currently this rule is believed to 

be a trial by IOF for 2019.  

 

Likely rule changes to be considered for implementation by the OA Technical Committee in 2020 

 Course/class combination recommendations for Aust Relays are still to be developed. 

  M/W75+ may become relevant as an additional class in Aust Relays from 2020 onwards. 

 Originally we had thought that the schools’ rules would go into the vacant Section 13, but 

another future option could be to include here information about World Ranking Events and 

IOF requirements?  

 Appendix 12 was originally written to say that for events with mixed punching, enough hire 

SIAC must be available for all competitors who want one to be able to hire. But there was 

some discussion (and also advice from Chris Naunton) this year that the uptake of hire SIAC 

hasn’t been that great and that the provider may have demands on their available SI cards 

from other non-orienteering competitions, therefore this recommendation may not be 

practical. 

 It is timely to review the application of 16.10 for elite races, in particular that long races have 

the potential to end up a little shorter than the anticipated winning time and sprints often 

end up slightly long for even a 15-minute senior elite winning time. The latter problem is 

partly that there’s a 20% difference in distance between 12 and 15-minute winning times.  

 IOF has changed the requirements for which scales can be used by WMOC age classes, i.e. 

35+. There was discussion about this amongst the technical committee but no formal 

agreement about which classes the 1:7500/1:3000 option should apply to, so that can be 

revisited next year.  

 Likewise OA will have to reference the updated ISSOM sprint specification from 2020 

onwards. 
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